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BOLTED JOINTS IN GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITES
By L. J. Hart-Smith
Douglas Aircraft Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation
SUMMARY
The objectives of this report are to present the data generated during a
comprehensive experimental investigation of bolted joints in graphite-epoxy
composites and, by interpreting these and other data, to provide methods for
the analysis and design of such joints. The specimens tested incorporated
quasi-isotropic and two near quasi-isotropic patterns of the 0, ±_/4, _/2
(0°, ±45 °, 90 °) family. Both all-graphite/epoxy laminates and hybrid graphite-
glass/epoxy laminates were tested.
The tests encompassed a range of geometries for each laminate pattern to
cover the three basic failure modes -- net section tension failure through the
bolt hole, bearing, and shearout. A constant bolt diameter of 6.35 mm (0.25
inch) was used in the tests. The interaction of stress concentrations assoc-
iated with multi-row bolted joints was investigated experimentally by testing
single- and double-row bolted joints and open-hole specimens in tension. For
tensile loading a linear interaction was found to exist between the bearing
stress reacted at a given hole and the remaining tension stress running by that
hole to be reacted elsewhere. The interaction under compressive loading was
found to be non-linear. Most of the joints tested were of double-lap config-
uration using regular hexagon head bolts. Comparative tests were run using
single-lap bolted joints and double-lap joints with pin connections (neither
bolt head nor nut) and both of these joint types exhibited lower strengths than
were demonstrated by the corresponding double-lap joints.
The new empirical analysis methods developed here for single-bolt joints
are shown to be capable of predicting the behavior of multi-row joints. These
methods are formulated to account for further effects (such as different bolt
diameters and different environments) as data become available.
INTRODUCTION
Experience with bolted joints in composite structures for aerospace
applications has indicated a need for greater analysis capability in joint
design than has been needed for conventional ductile metals. Major problems
contributing to this situation are the fact that bolted joints in composites
fail at loads which are not close to either perfectly elastic or perfectly
p.lastic predictions and that there is an almost unlimited number of possible
combinations of composite material(s) and fiber patterns which may require
bolted joints. Prior work in this area has been fragmented and too specific
to provide a simple rational analysis method applicable to arbitrary composite
joints. However, prior work has characterized the various failure modes and
identified both the dominant factors and the joint parameters associated with
such joints. This prior knowledge makes it possible to confine attention to
ranges of joint parameters near the optimums and to plan an in-depth experi-
mental study in association with the development of analysis methods, both to
explain the tests and to predict the capability of joint geometries other than
those for which test data exist.
t
The purpose of this investigation was to conduct a series of tests on
bolted joints in graphite-epoxy composites and develop empirical analysis meth-
ods. The fiber patterns tested include the quasi-isotropic pattern and two
near-isotropic patterns. The graphite-epoxy used (Thornel 300 / Narmco 5208)
s
is a current high-strength material of moderate modulus and is used widely
throughout the composites industry. About one half of the specimens tested
were from laminates that had the fibers aligned with the load direction replaced
by S-glass. These hybrid laminates exhibited greater stress concentration
relief at bolt holes than did the all-graphite materials. The findings of this
investigation are supplemented with those from prior work.
Conventional fabrication and testing techniques were used throughout. The
laminates for each pattern and material combination were cured in large single
sheets to minimize any effect of processing variables. Most of the test speci-
mens were so designed as to permit the generation of multiple results from each.
The test specimens covered the entire range of joint geometries of practical
interest. The tests were conducted at room temperature. The experimental
investigation employed a single bolt diameter, 6.35 mm(0.25 in.), throughout.
Therefore the specific strength values derived do not account for the known
sensitivity to scale effect for bolts of other sizes. The analysis techniques
developed permit straightforward extension to account for such effects as
operating temperature and bolt diameter, as well as to other composite material
systems, once the appropriate test data have been generated.
While a considerable body of information about experiments on bolted
joints in composite structures can be found in the literature, there appears to
be no other comparable analytical investigation. The analyses which have been
reported are mostly of finite elements and, as such, apply to specific situ-
ations which are covered in greater depth than is possible with the empirical
methods developed here, but which do not lend themselves to such comprehensive
parametric studies as the empirical methods permit.
The significance of the material presented in this report is that empir-
ical analysis methods have been developed for bolted joints in graphite-epoxy
composites and that these methods cover a range of geometries, fiber patterns
and material combinations of practical interest so that efficient joints can be
designed. The methods are applicable to both single- and multiple-bolt joints
and are capable of extension to account for other factors and new material
systems as data becomeavailable. The test program employed here can serve as
a model to account for such variables as new composite materials, larger bolt
diameters, and different operating environments.
t
The units used for physical quantities in this report are given both in
U.S. Customary Units and in the International System of Units (SI) (ref. i).
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
This section of_the report explains the choice of materials and fiber
patterns employed in this program, describes the test specimens, the test pro-
cedures, and the characteristic failure modes, and presents a compilation of
the test results. These results are interpreted in the succeeding section.
The test results are classified here according to failure mode.
TEST SPECIMENS
Materials
The laminates from which the bolted joint specimens were fabricated were
made of the Thornel 300 / Narmco 5208 graphite-epoxy composite. This material
was selected because of its widespread use throughout the U.S. composites in-
dustry at the start of this program. It is a high-strength material of inter-
mediate modulus and has been found to have such a mix of properties as to make
it attractive for aerospace applications. About half of the specimens had the
longitudinal plies replaced by S-I014 glass fibers impregnated with the same
Narmco 5208 resin. All cross plies (±_/4 and _/2) were graphite. The compos-
ite material from which the laminates were fabricated was in the form of 7.62
cm (3.0 in.) unidirectional prepreg tapes.
Laminate Pattern Selection
Three fiber patterns were selected for this program. Six laminates were
fabricated since each pattern was used in both the all-graphite and mixed
graphite-glass composites. The fiber patterns and layup sequences are identi-
fied in table Io The layup sequenceswere selected to intersperse the ply
orientations as thoroughly as possible so as to minimize the number of parallel
adjacent plies and, thereby, to minimize the matrix stresses.
The three fiber patterns were selected on the basis of a previously
unpublished investigation by the contractor. The results of that investigation
are reported in this paper. In that systematic survey of the bearing and shear-
out strengths of bolted joints, it was found that the optimum fiber patterns
grouped about the quasi-isotropic combination.
Fabrication Procedures
The method of fabrication was as follows. Large flat panels were laid up
for each fiber pattern and laminate thickness. The composites were cured con-
ventionally in an autoclave. These panels were cut into several smaller pieces,
one for each specimen configuration. Each of these pieces then had the aluminum
doublers bonded to it in long continuous strips. The adhesive used was either
FM_73or EA9309. These pieces were then cut to the correct specimen length and
slit to the appropriate widths, using a diamond-coated slitting wheel. Except
for the bolt holes drilled at the NASALangley Research Center (see fig. i), all
bolt holes were drilled by the contractor with carbide-tipped drills, drilling
through part of the way from one side and then coming back from the other to
minimize breakout. The holes which were drilled at NASALangley were madewith
a diamond core drill using ultrasonic excitation. While all of the holes were
satisfactory, and the test results do not favor one method over the other, the
diamond-drilled holes were slightly cleaner when inspected visually. The tech-
niques to ensure that the holes were properly located was to establish fixed
index blocks on the drilling machine so that the holes were always located
identically with respect to the ends and sides of the specimens. Each setup
5
was checked on scrap material before the specimenswere drilled. Those speci-
menswith bonded aluminum doublers were set up in a milling machine to trim
the metal doublers with a fly-cutter so that they were parallel to the opposite
face of the composite laminate and so that the composite laminate was located
centrally within the doublers. This machining was done to ensure that the
loads were applied properly.
Configurations
The test specimens and fixtures used in this program are shownin figures
I to 13. Each test specimen is explained below. Bolts of 6.35 mm(0.25 in.)
were used throughout the tests.
Net-tension specimens.- The test specimens illustrated in figures i, 7
and 8 were proportioned to induce failure by tension through the bolt hole. A
range of values of each of the geometric ratios d/w and e/w was covered with
the objective of testing at a variety of stress concentration factors. Speci-
mens of three widths (3, 4 and 6 times the bolt diameter), each having two or
three edge distances were tested for each of the six laminates. The bolts were
loaded in double shear. A total of 36 specimens was tested in this part of the
t
investigation, with each specimen providing four or six data points.
Bearing and shearout specimens.- The test specimens shown in figures 2
and 9 were of sufficient width (i0 bolt diameters) to preclude tension failures
for the laminate patterns tested. Double-shear tests were performed at edge
distances of two, four, six and eight bolt diameters to encompass both shearout
failures, in which the proximity of the end of the specimen was sufficient to
limit the joint strength, and bearing failures, in which all boundaries of the
specimen were sufficiently far removed to permit the maximum strength possible
to be developed. Twelve specimens, each with four test holes, were used to
assess the resistance to shearout and bearing under tension loads.
Figures 3 and 11 depict the specimen and test fixture used for applying
a compressive bearing load. Twelve of these specimens were tested. The bolts
were loaded in double shear.
Open-hole specimens.- Figures 4 and II show the test specimens which were
•used to measure the strengths of each laminate in a strip containing an open
hole. The strip width was four times the bolt diameter. Twelve of these spec-
imens were tested, each having the samegeometry and providing two data points
per specimen.
Multi-bolt interaction specimens.- Figures 5 and I0 show the two-row
bolted joint specimens employed to investigate the interaction between stress
concentrations when some of the total load is reacted by any given bolt while
the remainder of the load passes by to be reacted at the other bolt hole(s).
_Both tensile and compressive loads were applied. Forty eight such specimens
were tested, twenty four each in tension and compression. The selection of
two bolts and uniformly thick laminates in this specimen was to ensure that
the load reacted at each bolt would be known even though the load paths were
redundant. With this design, the load must be shared equally between the two
bolts. The bolt holes were drilled right through the three laminates simult-
aneously to ensure that the bolts were a precision fit in the holes. Indeed,
the bolts were selected on a hole-by-hole basis to improve the fit. Figures
12 and 13 illustrate the fixtures employed to load these specimens in compres-
sion. The fixture in figure 13 provided lateral support for the compression
specimens.
t
Pin-joint specimens.- Two quasi-isotropic specimens of the type shown
for bearing and shearout in figure 2 were tested with the load transferred by
a simple pin, instead of the conventional mechanical fasteners, to quantify
just how much additional load transfer is accomplished because of the bolt head
and nut.
Single-lap shear specimens.- Four quasi-isotropic all-graphite specimens
were made and tested in tension as shown in figure 7. The special test fixture
was designed to eliminate the laminate bending usually associated with single-
shear single-row bolted joints.
Test Procedures
The bolts used throughout the tests were NAS 464-4 6.35 mm (0.25 in.)
titanium alloy heat treated to 1100-1240 MPascal (160-180 ksi). New bolts were
used for each test to preclude the possibility of accumulated bolt distortion
affecting the results. The bolts were torqued to 2.8 N.m (25 in-lb), which is
the normal tightening torque for such bolts in composite applications.
The method for testing those specimens containing two or more bolt holes
at each end of the specimenwas as follows. The load was always reacted at
the central bolt hole through the doublers. The outermost holes were tested
first and the specimenswere then cut back as shownin figures 1 and 2 for t_e
succeeding tests. The testing of the open-hole specimens in figure 4 was
accomplished by pulling between each adjacent pair of large holes in turn.
The method of introducing and reacting the load for the compression bearing
§pecimens is evident from the test fixture illustrated in figure 3. Likewise,
the loading of the single-lap joint specimens is explained in figure 6.
The testing of the tension interaction specimens posed no special prob-
lems. The fixture in figure 12 was used to load the compression interaction
specimens. The load-introduction memberscontain a threaded hole, in the mid-
dle of their round bases, which was used to locate the fixtures correctly with
respect to the loading platens of the test machine. The lateral-support fix-
ture shownin figure 13 rode on the specimen itself.
Failure Modesfor Bolted Joints in Composites
Figure 14 illustrates characteristic modesof failure for bolted joints
in advanced filamentary composites. The basic modesof tension through the
net section, shearout, cleavage, and bearing are governed by both geometric
and material parameters. It is necessary to consider each of these failure
modesin interpreting test data and in evaluating designs. In many instances
t
a failure can occur in a combination of modes rather than in a single form.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the specimen tests are reported in tables II to XIX.
These various tables include both raw data and derived data as well as an ident-
ification of the mode of failure. The following observations are made on the
data from the present investigation.
Net-tension specimens (tables II to VII).- The net section (tension-
through-the-hole) stresses are significantly less than the ultimate laminate
stresses, indicating the presence of stress concentration factors at failure.
The failure loads and net-section stresses are functions of the geometric
parameters d/w and e/w. The joint strengths do not vary much between any of
these fiber pattern and material combinations tested, but the modesof failure
did vary. The widest (six bolt diameters) of the all-graphite laminates all
failed in bearing, regardless of the edge distance, while the two narrower sets
of such specimens (three and four bolt diameters) nearly all failed in tension,
with a few bearing failures at large edge distances. In contrast with this
behavior, the graphite-glass epoxy laminates exhibited no tension failures at
all. This latter group failed predominantly by bearing for the larger edge
distances and by shearout when the bolt was installed close to the end of the
specimen (at two bolt diameters from the edge).
Bearing and shearout specimens (tables VIII to XI).- The bearing stresses
at failure were typically of the order of 830 MPascal (120 ksi) regardless of
fiber pattern or material. Most results were scattered throughout the range
690 to 970 MPascal (i00 to 140 ksi). These results show that the fiber patterns
tested represent a strength plateau which is insensitive to minor fiber pattern
changes. The use of the softer glass plies in the longitudinal direction does
not impose any loss in either bearing or tension strength but does tend to en-
sure that any failures at stress concentrations in such laminates will be local
rather than potentially widespread and catastrophic due to a tension crack in
an all-graphite laminate. The influence of shearout as a distinct mode other
than a bearing failure is slight, being evident only for the orthotropic all-
graphite laminates at the shortest edge distance tested, namely two bolt diam-
eters. All other failures in this series of tests were by bearing.
The bearing strengths undercompression were only slightly higher than
for tensile bearing (despite the grossly different stress trajectories) for
the all-graphite epoxy laminates but the strengths for the graphite-glass epoxy
laminates under compressive bearing showed about a 20 per cent improvement with
respect to tensile bearing.
Open-hole specimens (tables XII and XIII).- The graphite-glass epoxy lam-
inates were consistently about 25 per cent stronger than the equivalent all-
graphite epoxy specimen of the same fiber pattern. The net-section strengths
for these 4d wide strips were about twice as high as those strips of the same
width containing a loaded bolt hole. This result was expected because the
stress concentration factors at loaded holes are typically much more severe
than for unloaded holes. The fiber pattern had a measurable influence on the
strength attained, pattern 3 being slightly stronger than pattern 2 which was
stronger than pattern i. The patterns 6, 5 and 4 were ranked similarly. The
holes caused failures at stresses significantly below the ultimate laminate
strengths for each pattern and material combination.
Multi-bolt interaction specimens (tables XIV to XVII).- The most signif-
icant finding of the investigation of the two-row bolted joints is that the
strengths were not very much higher than those of a single-row joint in an
all-graphite specimen of the same width (four bolt diameters). The failure
mode, net tension, was the same in each case. This similarity of failure loads
means that the combination of the stress concentration induced by the load to
the second bolt bypassing the first bolt and the stress concentration caused
by the load in the first bolt itself is nearly as bad as that induced by react-
ing the entire load at a single bolt hole. The two-hole graphite-glass epoxy
specimens exhibited higher strengths than for the single-hole specimens by as
much as fifty percent, demonstrating again an advantage for the graphite-glass
combination over the all-graphite reinforced composite. The compression loads
sustained by these interaction specimens were consistently higher than for
tensile loading.
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Pin-connection test specimens (table XVIII).- The bearing strengths devel-
oped by pin loading of the holes in the quasi-isotropic all-graphite laminates
were only about half as high as for the same specimens with conventional bolts.
, Single-lap test specimens (table XIX).- The bearing strengths at failure
with single shear bolts were about 690 MPascal (i00 ksi) or about twenty per-
cent lower than for double shear. This results applies when the bolt is able
to deflect due to the local eccentricity in load path but the basic laminate is
relieved from the gross bending moment usually associated with single-lap joints
by the special fixture shown in figure 6.
DATA INTERPRETATION AND ANALYSIS METHODS
This section of the report begins with a listing of the basic laminate
strengths which have been computed to serve as a basis for the establishment
of stress concentration factors at failure. The purpose of the succeeding
analyses for each of the characteristic failure modes is to generate methods
i0
and understanding which will permit the generalization of specific test data
to joint geometries for which test data are not available. Each of the basic
failure modes (tension-through-the-hole, shearout, and bearing) is then assess-
ed in turn. The test data from the present investigation are supplemented
where appropriate by other results, given in the appendices where the source
references are identified. The analysis for tension failures is in two parts.
The first is for the elastic isotropic stress concentration factors and serves
as the basis for all such analyses. Correlation factors between such elastic
isotropic stress concentration factors and those observed at failure in comp-
osites are then established from test data. An isotropic elastic stress concen-
tration reference is used for both quasi-isotropic laminates and orthotropic
laminates in which the material axes coincide with the load and geometric axes
because, for the specific area of interest, such orthotropy could be represented
by a proportionality constant. The values of such correlation factors between
the stress concentration factors are found to depend on both the composite
material and the fiber pattern. The joint geometries at which transitions
between failure modesoccur are, likewise, found to be a function of both the
composite material and fiber pattern. The various analyses for each individual
failure modefor single bolted joints are then integrated into a method for
preparing design charts covering the entire range of possible geometries and
depicting over which regime each modeof failure prevails.
The data interpretation and analysis section then proceeds to address the
s
problem of load sharing at multi-row bolted joints. The test data generated on
two-row bolted joints are combined with those for Single-row bolted joints and
open holes, for each of the six laminates, to explain a linear interaction
theory for those cases in which the failure mode is net tension. For wider
bolt spacings, the failure can be bearing. A technique is proposed for account-
ing for a transition between bearing and tension failures in such cases.
BASIC LAMINATE STRENGTHS
The basic laminate strengths for the materials tested in this investi-
gation have been computed using the monolayer data in table XX. The computer
program used to compute laminate properties in terms of such experimentally
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derived monolayer data employs a modified Hill's criterion to establish the
load level at which someply first becomescritical. Becauseof the much higher
elongation of the glass fibers than the graphite fibers, an initial failure in
a cross ply need not denote the maximum load capacity of the laminate. Indeed,
the original computations for the strength of the hybrid graphite-glass/epoxy
laminates predicted failures at lower loads than the 0 (0°) glass fibers alone
could carry. Therefore, the program was modified to predict failure at the
second fiber failure instead of the first in the event that after the cross
"4
plies (±7/4) (±45 °) had failed, the remaining fibers could withstand a higher
load than that at which the initial failure was predicted. (It is believed
that the failure of the ±7/4 (±45 °) graphite fibers prior to the failure of the
0 (0°) glass fibers is responsible for the preponderance of bearing failures
for the hybrid laminates rather than the tension failures demonstrated by the
all-graphite laminates having the same joint geometries).
The average failure strengths and moduli predicted for each of the six
laminates used in this program are given in table XXI. These strengths serve
as the basis for the calculated stress concentration factors in composites at
failure.
i
ELASTIC ISOTROPIC STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS
a. Loaded Bolt Holes
t
The experimental data of Frocht and Hill (ref. 2), along with the theor-
etical investigations cited below, provide a means of establishing an empirical
equation for the stress concentrations at lightly loaded bolt holes. Such an
equation applies within the elastic regime for isotropic materials. At higher
load levels the ductile materials, such as aluminum alloys, yield locally to
reduce the stress concentrations at bolt holes. Composites, likewise, exhibit
lower stress concentrations at failure than would be predicted from linear
elastic theory. However, because of the more limited extensibility of compos-
ites in comparison with that of ductile metals, the stress concentration factors
at failure for composites are much higher than for ductile metals. Consequently
it is incorrect to perform stress analyses on bolted joints in fiber-reinforced
composites by assuming that the net sections of the members being joined are
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uniformly stressed at the yield stress (or at any other uniform stress, for
that matter), as is commonlyassumedfor metal practice. The objective of this
section is to develop the basis of analyses for bolted joints in graphite-
epoxy composite laminates in such a form that the stress concentration factors
at failure can be accounted for.
The elastic isotropic stress concentration factor at a loaded bolt hole
is given here by the equation
kte = 2 + (d-1) - 1.5 (w/d-(w/d_ i)i)0
in which the parameter 0 is defined as
0 = 1.5 - 0.5/(e/w) for e/w J 1
0 = 1 for e/w _ 1
(i)
(2)
The various geometric parameters are identified in figure 15. The maximum
stress in the plate, adjacent to the bolt hole on the diameter perpendicular
to the load direction, is given by
P
o = (3)
max kte t(w-d)
In this and all other mention of stress concentration factors in this report,
the stress concentration factor is evaluated with respect to the net rather
than gross section. Equations (i) and (2) lose their physical significance
for d + w and for e ÷ d/2. For values of e not much greater than d/2 the crit-
ical stress condition is one of shearout or cleavage rather than of tension
through the hole and it is necessary to account for these different failure
modes separately to identify which is more critical for a particular geometry.
For the limiting case in which d/w + 0 (and e is not so small as to make shear-
out or cleavage critical) the failure mode will be in bearing but, even so,
equation (I) correctly characterizes the tension stress in the laminate next
to the loaded bolt hole.
Equation (i) above can be re-expressed with respect to the bearing area,
instead of the net tension area, so that
o k
max te 2 1.5 0
kbe = P--7_ = (w/d - i) = 1 + (w/d - i) -"(w/d + I) (4)
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Equations (i) and (4) are derived as follows. The limiting value of unity for
be in an infinite plate is adopted from figure 7 of reference 2 in which it is
attributed to theoretical investigations by Bickley (ref. 3) and by Knight
(ref. 4). The limiting value kte = 2 as the hole diameter approaches the width
of a finite strip is also based on theory. Koiter (ref. 5) computed this lim-
iting value for a large open hole in a narrow strip. Since there is no contact
on the sides of a loose or net fit bolt hole, nothing in his analysis would be
changedby reacting the load at one end by a bolt instead of the entire section.
Therefore the samevalue should apply here also. The equations were also made
to produce values of kte = be = 2.5 for d/w = 0.5 and e/w _ i to comply with
the other of Knight's theoretical computations. In addition to these discrete
points, the equations were selected to conform with the general trend of the
experimental data of Frocht and Hill in figures 5 to 7 of reference 2. The
final constraints imposed on equations (i) and (4) are the physically necessary
ones that be is a monotonically increasing function of d/w and that d(_e) /
d(d/w) = 0 as d/w + 0. Likewise, kte is a monotonically decreasing function of
d/w. The form of the function @ in equation (2) is such that, for an infinitely
wide plate containing a loaded bolt hole within a finite distance of the edge of
the plate,
3lie 1 d
kbe ÷ 1 + _/_ !_ as --÷ 0 (5)W
This relation satisfies the obvious requirements that be ÷ _ for e/d ÷ 0
becguse the bolt would pull straight out of the half hole at the end of the
laminate with no resistance and that the effect of the e/d ratio should become
increasingly small as the value of that ratio becomes progressively larger.
This constant 3/4 was deduced here largely by curve fitting the Frocht and Hill
data (ref. 2) for e/w = i/3 and e/w = I/2 for moderate rather than small values
of d/w because no more appropriate data is yet available.
Figures 16 and 17 depict equations (I) and (4). The experimental data of,
and reported by, Frocht and Hill (ref. 2) are included in these figures. The
dominant influence is clearly the d/w term in both equations while the e/w or
e/d term has but a minor influence.
In order to adapt the equations above for single loaded bolt holes to the
situation prevailing at multi-row bolted joints, it is necessary to understand
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the stress trajectories in the immediate vicinity of the bolt hole. Bickley
(ref. 3) has performed analytical studies on the elastic isotropic stress con-
centrations around loaded bolt holes. These investigations have established
that the hoop tension stress adjacent to the bearing perimeter of the bolt
is of the order of the average bolt bearing stress P/dt from a to c and on to
the mirror image of a on diameter bb in figure 15. The bearing stress varies
from about 2P/dr in the middle of the contact area (point c in figure 15) to
zero on the edges (point a and opposite) for a loose or net fit bolt.
In order to derive expressions for the ratio of the strengths of bolted
joints to the strength of the basic laminate containing the joint, it is nec-
essary to rearrange equation (i) to read
tw
p = max2 1 1.50 (6)
+
Equation (6) permits an assessment of the influence of the joint geometry on
the joint strength and is plotted nondimensionally in figure 18. It can be
seen that, for a given maximum stress in the plate, the load carried is maxi-
t
mized when
d/w = 0.40 (7)
This corresponds with a bolt pitch of approximately 2.5 bolt diameters which,
on, the basis of this interpretation of the stress concentrations at loaded bolt
holes in elastic isotropic materials , would appear to be the optimum bolt pitch.
(The customary bolt pitch of 4d established for ductile metals has been estab-
lished largely on the basis of ultimate static strength). Figure 18 indicates
that the bolted joint strength is fairly insensitive to minor variations about
the optimum location and that the maximum possible joint efficiency for a
brittle elastic isotropic material barely exceeds 20 per cent.
b. Open Holes
The stress concentration factor at the net section of a strip containing
an unloaded hole is needed for the assessment of the interaction of stress con-
centrations at multi-row bolted joints in loaded plates. The equation proposed
here for a hole in a strip is
15
kte:2+(' (8)
Corresponding with this, one can compute the net section strengths as a function
of the hole diameter to width ratio. The strength of the net section can be
non-dimensionalized to read
_d _dP ('w) ('w)
 maxWtkte 2+(, (9)
Equation (8) was derived as follows. An obvious constraint is the classical
solution that kte 3 as d/w ÷ 0, which is attributed to Kirsch in 1898 by
Timoshenko (ref. 6). Another constraint is the theoretical value of k ÷ 2
te
as d/w ÷ 1 deduced by Koiter (ref. 5). (This value has been confirmed experi-
mentally by Wahl and Beeuwkes (ref. 7)). A third constraint is not evident
from equation (8) and requires an assessment of equation (9) On physical
grounds one should assume both that P is greater for d/w ÷ 0 than for any
greater value of d/w and that d(P)/d(d/w) is zero as d/w ÷ 0. Equation (9)
satisfies all of these constraints and, thereby, lends confidence to the
simple equation (8)."
Equations (8) and (9) are plotted in figures 19 and 20, along with largely
photoelastic data from references 7 and 8.
STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS FOR COMPOSITES
a. Loaded Bolt Holes
Narrow composite strips and wide panels with relatively close bolt pitches
tend to fail under load by tension of the net section through the bolt hole(s)
(see fig. 14). The failure stressesare usually considerably less than the
basic laminate strengths and the reason for this is the limited stress concent-
ration relief associated with advanced composite materials. Consequently, the
tension failure stress for composites is a function of the local stress concent-
ration, and hence of the joint geometry, as well as of the material and fiber
pattern. Some of the early investigations into bolted joints in advanced fila-
mentary composites are still reported in reference 9 (Volume II, Analysis,
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figures 2.4.2-15 to -17) in terms of an "allowable" net-section design strength
supposedly applicable for all joint geometries. It is suggested here that the
considerable scatter shown in those diagrams should be explained in terms of
the influence of joint geometry on the net-section failure stress. Otherwise,
the use of those data in the form presented in reference 9 will lead to some
designs which are excessively conservative and to others which are dangerously
unconservative.
In references i0 and Ii it is suggested that a linear relationship exists
between the elastic isotropic stress concentration factors for low load levels
and the stress concentrations at failure of bolted composite joints of the same
geometry. The basis of this linear relationship is illustrated in figures 21
and 22 which have been replotted from reference 12 using the stress concentra-
tion equations (I) and (2). The stress concentration factors k were evalu-tc
ated with respect to experimentally determined laminate strengths. The straight
lines have been constrained to pass through the point (i,i), for which there is
no stress concentration at any load level, with a slope evaluated by minimiz-
ation of the squares of the deviations between individual points and the lines_
A straight line is employed because the degree of scatter does not justify any
more complex representation. The test data on which figures 21 and 22 are
based are recorded in tables XXII to XXVof the appendix.
The open-hole data have been included with the loaded-hole data to show
that, at least as far as the net section through the bolt hole is concerned, the
P
origin of the stress concentration is not important. Much the same proportional
reduction in stress concentration at failure of the composite is shown for both
the loaded and unloaded holes. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that two
bolted joints having different geometries but the same elastic isotropic stress
concentrations (by compensating differences in the d/w and e/w ratios) would
experience similar stress concentrations at failure also.
The justification offered for plotting measured orthotropic stress concen-
tration factors at failure of the non-isotropic material in figure 22 against
calculated elastic isotropic stress concentration factors is as follows. When
attention is confined to only the net section through the bolt holeperpendic-
ular to the load direction and the axes of material orthotropy are the same as
the geometric axes of the joint (length and width), the difference between the
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elastic isotropic stress concentration factors and the corresponding elastic
orthotropic stress concentration factors is merely a proportionality constant.
This constant can be just as conveniently accounted for in the slope of the
line in figure 22, without having to evaluate the constant, as by determinin_
its value and rescaling the abscissa of such a figure.
Test data for the present program, from tables II to IV, are depicted in
figures 23 and 24, showing how the stress concentrations at failure compare
with the calculated elastic isotropic stress concentrations. The equations
used to characterize the stress concentrations are as follows:
Quasi-isotropic Thornel 300 / Narmco 5208 (0, _/4, _/2, -_/4)
S
ktc = 0.73 + 0.27 kte (I0)
Orthotropic Thornel 300 / Narmco 5208
(0, _14, _12, 0, -_14, _12, 0, _14) s & (0, 714, 0, -_14, _12, 7/4, 0, -_/4)s
ktc = 0.60 + 0.41 kte (ii)
The similarity of the results for patterns 2 and 3 results from the similar
elastic moduli and strengths (see table XXI). The hybrid glass-graphite/epoxy
laminates did not fall in tension for this program so no stress concentration
values could be calculated. The equations corresponding with equations (i0)
and (ii) for the Morganite II / Narmco 1004 system, for which the results are
presented in figures 21 and 22 are as follows:
' Quasi-isotropic Morganite II / Narmco 1004 (0, _/4, _/2, -7/4)
s
ktc = 0.75 + 0.25 kte (12)
Orthotropic Morganite II / Narmco 1004 (0, _/4, 0, -_/4)s
ktc = 0.54 + 0.46 kte (13)
These equations (12) and (13) should not be expected to apply also to the sim-
ilar Modmor II / Narmco 1004 graphite epoxy (Narmco 5206) material because of a
significant change in interlaminar shear strength between the two systems.
Figures 23 and 24 include test data for bearing failures as well as the
tension failures respresented by equations (i0) and (Ii). The reason why these
data contribute confidence to the coefficients in equations (i0) and (ii) is as
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follows. If a joint specimen fails in bearing rather than tension, the com-
puted value of ktc would necessarily be higher than that which would have been
exhibited during a tension failure. Therefore, those data in figures 23 and 24
pertaining to bearing failures should lie consistently above the lines denoting
equations (I0) and (ii) This is seen to be so. Furthermore, an examination
of figures 23 and 24 shows that the transition between tension and bearing
failures for these composite laminates occurs for joint geometries having kte
values of about 5.5 and that the bearing data diverge progressively more from
the lines plotted for tension failures with still greater values of the stress
concentration factor kte. (The data plotted in figures 21 and 22 are complete.
Bearing and tension results for that investigation were indistinguishible).
In equations (I0) to (13) the net-section strength is related to the
material and geometric properties of the joint in terms of the equation
(w - d)tFtu
P = (14)
ktc
The application of the concepts described above is explained as follows. _
An elastic isotropic stress concentration factor is evaluated for any specific
i
geometry under consideration, using equations (i) and (2) Then, for the par-
ticular material system being assessed, the corresponding stress-concentration
factor in the composite laminate at failure is evaluated by means of an equation
such as equation (I0). This design method does not require the testing of each
and every joint geometry being assessed. The test data from selected geometries
can thus be generalized to other geometries, which were not tested, by working
in terms of the stress concentrations. As more data become available, the
coefficients in equations (I0) to (13) and the like can be expanded to account
for such effects as different environments and different bolt diameters.
Composite materials have been shown in figures 21 and 23 to exhibit lower
stress concentrations at failure than linear elastic theory would predict.
Therefore, it is appropriate to redefine equation (6) as follows, for composite
materials.
FtutW
d
--= (I - w ) / ktc (15)
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Equation (15) is plotted in figure 25, in which the relationship between k
and kte is of the form tc
(ktc - i) = CONSTANTx (kte - i) (16_
The values of the constant shownin figure 25 are 0, 0.I, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
and I. Three features in figure 25 are noted. The first is that the smaller
values of the constant are associated with higher joint strengths for a given
commonlaminate strength Ftu because ktc is less than kte. The second feature
is that the optimum value of d/w changesas the stress concentrations decrease
close to the limiting fully-plastic case. Whereasthe optimum d/w ratio is
0.40 for a perfectly-elastic isotropic material, that optimum is closer to 0.30
for the quasi-isotropic composites tested in this program since the constant in
equation (16) is, in that case, given by equation (8) as 0.27. The optimum for
the two orthotropic laminate patterns tested in the present program is, likewise,
found to be at d/w = 0.35. This shows that the optimum joint geometry (domin-
ated by the d/w ratio) is a function of both the material system and fiber pat-
tern. The third feature of figure 25 is that the stress concentration relief
exhibited by the graphite-epoxy laminates is sufficient to double the optimum
bolted joint strength for the quasi-isotropic laminates tested (with respect to
predictions for a brittle elastic isotropic material) from just over 20 percent
of the basic material strength to 42 percent. The radial lines from the origin
in figure 25 denote lines of constant bearing strength Fbr. The predominant
failure modefor small d/w ratios is usually bearing, rather than tension, so
the tension strengths predicted in that portion of figure 25 can not usually
be realized. (Bearing failures are discussed in a later section of this report).
Becausefigure 25 is plotted in non-dimensionalized form, it does not provide a
convenient quantitative comparison between the potential strengths of the differ-
ent laminate patterns testedduring the present program. Figures 26 have been
prepared to afford such a comparison, taking into account the different basic
laminate strengths for the all-graphite composites.
b. OpenHoles
The test data from the present investigation, pertaining to tension fail-
ures at unloaded holes, are recorded in tables XII and XIII and are illustrated
in figure 27. The results for the all-graphite laminates all represent tension-
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through-the-hole failures. However, none of those couponswith glass fibers
Showany evidence of tension failure. All of this latter group show classical
shearout failues in the 0 (0°) direction originating at the sides of the holes.
It is not possible to makedeductions about the tensile failure of graphite_
glass hybrid laminates at stress concentrations on the basis of these data.
The stress concentration factors for the present all-graphite specimens have
been calculated to lie in the range 1.5 to 2.0 at failure and are significantly
lower than the stress concentration factors calculated for loaded bolt holes
in equivalent specimens. These results are shownin the lower left corners of
figures 23 and 24, using equation (8) to compute the elastic isotropic stress
concentration factors kte. Figure 21, likewise, includes open-hole results in
the lower left corner and these are seen to be compatible with the line plotted
to fit the loaded hole results.
The results of the present investigation are supplementedby someprevi-
ously unpublished tests on filled (but unloaded) holes in the ModmorII / Narmco
1004 graphite-epoxy encompassing a far wider range of fiber patterns than was
tested here. These results (see tables XXVI to XXVIII of this report), obtain _
ed by the contractor, are illustrated in figures 28 to 30 to show the influence
of fiber pattern, hole size, and direction of loading (tension or compression)
on the strength of graphite-epoxy laminates. The test specimen used for both
the specimens with the holes and the basic laminate control specimens was a
honeycomb sandwich beam under four-point loading. The holes tested were of 6.35
mm'(0.25 in.) diameter in 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) wide strips and 25.4 mm (i.0 in.)
diameter in 50.8 mm (2.0 in.). The holes were filled with net-fit pins. Figure
28 presents the tensile test results for both size holes plotted in terms of the
ratio of the stress concentration factors observed at failure to the elastic
orthotropic stress concentration factors as calculated using equations from
reference 9. It is clear both that there is significant stress concentration
relief, between low stresses and failure, in all cases and that the larger holes
are associated with consistently greater stress concentrations at failure.
There is also a clear indication that the maximum relief is achieved with lam-
inates which contain either few or many 0 (0°) plies. Figure 28 cannot be used
to determine the absolute strength of a laminate with a hole in it because of
the variable orthotropic reference strengths. This limitation is overcome in
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figure 29, in which the net-section strength for the 6.35 mm(0.25 in.) holes
is depicted on an absolute basis. The strength increases essentially monoton-
ically with the percentage of 0 (0°) plies. Figure 30 presents the corres-
ponding data for compressive instead of tensile load. The test specimenswer_
honeycombsandwich beamswith 6.35 mm(0.25 in.) holes in the 38.1 mm(1.5 in.)
wide facings, just as for the tensile tests. An examination of figures 29, for
tensile loading, and 30, for compressive loading, shows that the strength of
!aminates with unloaded filled holes is lower whenloaded in compression than in
tension. Since the pins filling the holes were not an interference fit, one
should assumethat the sameresults would apply also for open holes. Compressive
tests were not conducted for the 25.4 mm(i.0 in.) holes.
A direct comparison between the present and prior test results is possible
only for the quasi-isotropic all-graphite pattern. In this case, the present
stress concentration factors ranged from 1.5 to 1.7 while, in the prior tests,
the factors ranged from 1.5 to 1.6. The results are thus seen to be comparable,
with the small difference possibly attributable to the different tests specimen
geometries. Test data from the present program are included in figure 29.
SHEAROUTSTRESSCONTOURS
Whenthe edge distance between a loaded bolt and the edge of a composite
laminate is small, or the fiber pattern is deficient in cross plies (±7/4 and/or
7/2'(±45 ° and/or 90o)), the predominant modeof failure is either shearout or
cleavage (fig. 14). Just as in the preceding case of tension through-the-hole
failures, the characteristic shearout and cleavage modesof failure are strongly
influenced by the joint geometry, fiber pattern, and composite material of which
the joint is made.
Figure 31 showspreviously unpublished shearout stress contours, as a
function of fiber pattern, which were obtained during an earlier investigation,
by the contractor, on ModmorII / Narmco 1004 graphite-epoxy laminates. These
data are given in tables XXIX to XXXII of this report. All such specimens
tested had 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) diameter bolts, an edge distance of 12.7 mm (0.5
in.), and a width at least as great as 38.5 mm (2.5 in.). That geometry had
been selected in anticipation of consistent shearout or cleavage failures. Yet,
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despite an edge distance ratio e/d (fig. 15) as low as 2 and a w/d ratio at
least as great as i0, all of those fiber patterns containing less than 50 per-
cent 0 (0°) plies failed consistently in tension through-the-hole rather than
by shearout. Failures were by shearout in the upper portion of the triangle_
and it can be seen that the reduction of cross plies is associated with a
consistent loss of shearout strength.
Figure 32 illustrates the corresponding shearout stress contours for mixed
graphite-epoxy laminates. These laminates were madefrom ModmorII fibers in
the 0 (0°) and _/2 (90°) directions, and Thornel 75S fibers in the ±_/4 (±45°)
directions, with Narmco1004 epoxy. The results share one characteristic with
those in figure 31 inasmuch as the highest shearout strength is demonstrated
for intermediate amounts of ±_/4 (±45°) fibers, with lower strengths for those
laminates containing either few or manysuch fibers. The major difference
between figures 31 and 32 is that, in the latter, all failures were in shearout.
This difference between figures 31 and 32 illustrates the sensitivity of the
strength and behavior of bolted joints in composites to the particular composite
material as well as to the joint geometry and fiber pattern. The data from
which figure 32 was prepared are recorded in reference 13.
Figure 33, replotted from reference 13, presents the corresponding shear-
out stress contours for AVCO5505 boron-epoxy, 0.i mm(0.004 in.) fibers. This
diagram is included in a report on graphite-epoxy to emphasize the point that
the nature of the data presented in figures 31 and 32 is characteristic of the
s
particular materials system being assessed. In comparison with figures 31 and
32 for graphite-epoxies, the boron-epoxy data shares the characteristic of lower
strengths for few and many ±_/4 (±45 °) fibers. There is a transition between
shearout and tension failures, but at a different location than in figure 31. The
The data for these tests are recorded in reference 13.
The "shearout stresses" in figures 31 to 33 were calculated by the custom-
ary formula
T = P / [2t(e - ds 7)] (17)
The value so calculated is not, in general, a material property alone since it
is known from prior testing to be a function of the e/d ratio (ref. 14) and
possibly the w/d ratio also. Such shearout stresses are meaningful as a measure
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of joint strength, even if the failure modeis in bearing or tension (as is the
case for manyof the failures of the specimens tested to produce figures 31 to
33), provided that the specimen geometry is identified to prevent unwarranted
extrapolation. In every test on which figures 31 to 33 are based, the w/d
ratio was at least eight and sometimes as high as twelve to eliminate any
influence from that parameter.
The shearout test data for the present investigation are reported in
tables VIII and IX. Equation (17) was used to compute the "shearout stresses".
The value of w/d used for these specimenswas sufficiently high that its value
should have very little effect on the results. It should be noted that, in
tables VIII and IX, shearout failure occurred only for e/d values as low as two.
For greater edge distances, the failure was always bearing and occurred at a
higher load.
The shearout stresses developed in this test program for e/d ratios of
the order of two are either as good as or better than those which have been
attained in prior investigations (compare, for example, tables VIII and IX with
figure 31). The stresses are, however, significantly less than the in-plane
shear strengths of the laminates tested (see table XXI). This confirms the
presence of significant stress concentrations in the shear distribution reacting
the bolt load, as has been observed in prior investigations.
In concluding this section, it should be noted that very few shearout
failures were experienced during this program. This is the result of
consciously restricting the fiber patterns to be favorable for efficient bolted
joints and essentially free from premature failure by shearout (see figure 31).
This investigation confirmed that earlier assessment. Shearout failures at large
edge distances in composite laminates are associated with unsuitable fiber
patterns for bolted joints. The failure loads of bolted composite joints failing
in shearout has been found by prior testing to be either independent of, or only
weakly dependent upon, the e/d ratio (see ref. 14).
BEARINGSTRESSCONTOURS
In most cases in which both the edge distance and panel width (or bolt
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pitch) are large in comparison with the bolt diameter, the dominant failure mode
is bearing. Such damageis localized and is usually not associated with catas-
trophic failure of a composite structure. The initiation of such a failure may
be caused by compressive bearing at the base of the bolt hole or by tension or
shearout at the sides of the hole.
Figure 34 presents somepreviously unpublished test results from a system-
atic survey of the bearing strength of ModmorII / Narmco 1004 graphite-epoxy
laminates of various fiber patterns. These data were obtained from the same
test specimens as used for the shearout tests shown in figure 31, but with a
greater edge distance. Two important features are evident in figure 34. The
first is the large plateau at the peak bearing stress in the vicinity of the
quasi-isotropic pattern (25% 0, 50% ±_/4, 25% _/2). The second important feat-
ure in figure 34 is the change in failure mode from bearing to shearout, in
spite of the large edge distances and widths, for those laminate patterns con-
taining more than about fifty to sixty percent of 0 (0°) plies. Figures 35 and
36 (replotted from reference 13) contain bearing data corresponding with the
shearout data for the mixed-graphite and boron/epoxy laminates for which the
shearout results are presented in figures 32 and 33. The shape and location of
i
the transitions in failure modes differs between each of figures 34 to 36 and,
therefore, such behavior cannot be projected from one material for which test
data exist to another for which they do not. Joint geometries known to be
associated with bearing failures for one composite material are sometimes assoc-
iaEed with tension or shearout failures for other composites, even if the joint
geometries are identical. The test data from which figure 34 has been prepared
are recorded in tables XXIX to XXXII of this report.
The test data from the present investigation are reported in tables VIII
and IX and illustrated in figures 37 and 38. A photograph of typical failure
modes is provided in figure 39. An edge distance ratio e/d as great as four is
necessary to develop the full bearing strength of these laminates. The solid
symbols in figures 37 and 38 denote bearing failures, while the open symbols
signify tension failures, at less than the potential bearing strength. The
solid lines show average strengths of bearing failures for the range of e/d
ratios over which each line extends. The chain lines refer to the predictions
of equation (5).
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In comparing the data in figures 37 and 38 with those shownin figure 34,
two things are clear. First, the present data are consistent with the exist-
ence of a plateau of maximumbearing strength for the samefiber pattern domain
as was demonstrated in figure 34. However, the strengths of the laminates
tested during the present investigation [891-908 MPascal (129-131 ksi) for the
all-graphite laminates and 834-850 MPascal (119-122 ksi) for the graphite-glass
hybrid laminates] are significantly lower than those shownin figure 34 [965-
%000MPascal (140-145 ksi)] and considerably lower than those bearing stresses
[1172-1241MPascal (170-180 ksi)] associated with the net-tension failures in
the tests on which figures 21 and 22 are based (see tables XXII to XXVof this
report). Second, the data in figures 37 and 38 suggest that, for all practi-
cal purposes, the samemaximumbearing strength was developed for both material
systems and all three fiber patterns tested in the present program. These
results highlight the need for data generated specifically for the composite
material of interest.
COMPRESSIONBEARING
Tables X and XI record the measurementsmadeon compression bearing
specimensduring the present investigation. The results are surmnarizedin fig-
ure 40, showing average bearing strengths of 866 MPascal (126 ksi) for the all-
graphite laminates and 1209MPascal (175 ksi) for the hybrid graphite-glass
laminates. In comparison with tension bearing (see figures 37 and 38), it is
apparent that there is a slight increase in bearing strength for the all-
graphite laminates when the bolt load is reacted by compression rather than by
tension, but for the hybrid laminates, there is a pronounced increase in
bearing strength.
Figure 41 illustrates sample compression bearing failure modesand it is
evident that these look very similar to those in figure 39 for tension bearing.
The logitudinal stresses in the fibers adjacent to the hole diameter perpendic-
ular to the load changes sign between tensile and compressive bearing , yet the
failure modesand loads exhibited are much the samefor both cases. Therefore,
it is concluded that the longitudinal stress did not play a major role in the
bearing failures observed during the present investigation. With the elimin-
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ation of this factor and the similarity of the shear fracture lines in figures
39 and 41, it is evident that the in-plane shear dominated the bearing failures
for this program.
STRENGTHOFSINGLEHOLE(ROW)BOLTEDJOINTS
The analyses above for tension, shearout, and bearing failures each
govern a range of joint geometry which cannot be defined a priori for any given
combination of material and laminate pattern until the various interactions
have been established. The purpose of this section is to integrate these three
analyses and to show, thereby, how to compute the strength and governing failure
mode. The method applies to a single bolt or to individual bolts out of a
single row. The basis of the method is the stress concentration equations (i)
to (16), together with figure 17 when replotted in terms of stress concentration
factors at failure of the composites.
The derivation of the equations governing the transition between tension
and bearing failures is as follows. From equation (15), the joint strength for
a tensile failure is given by
i
P = Ftu w t (i - _)w / ktc (18)
while, for a bearing failure
, P = Fbr d t (19)
Now the stress concentration factor in the composite at failure is expressible
with respect to either the net section or the bearing area and these factors are
related, as in equation (4), by
= / w_c ktc (d- i) (20)
whence
At the transition between tension and bearing failures, then,
P = Ftu d t / _c = Fbr d t
_c = Ftu / Fbr
(21)
(22)
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If, for sufficiently small values of d/w, the net-tension analysis were to
predict lower stress concentration factors than given by equation (22), these
lower values could not be realized because of a failure in bearing. This
failure modetransition is shownin figure 42, based on experimental data,
where bearing failures dominate up to somevalue of d/w, with tension failures
for greater values of d/w. Instead of _c continuing to decrease with decreas-
ing d/w according to a tension calculation, _c is not permitted to decrease
below the value calculated using equation (22) for bearing failures. Figure 43
presents strengths for the three patterns of Thornel 300 / Narmco 5208 graphite-
epoxy composite using data generated in the present investigation and for
the two patterns of Morganite II / Narmco 1004 graphite-epoxy composite. All
such data are recorded in the tables of this report and the specific locations
are cited in the text above for each failure mode. The composite stress con-
centration factors at failure are computed as follows. From equation (16),
ktc = 1 + C (kte - I) (23)
and, from equation (19),
_c = ktc /(_" i) (24)
while, from equations (i) and (2),
kte 2 + 7- 1 - 1.5 0 7- 1 7 + i (25)
The§e equations enable the stress concentration factor
' w (26)
to be evaluated and it is these computations which are shown in figures 42 and
43, using the values of C given by equations (I0) to (13). Figures 42 and 43
apply only for e/w _ i.
Figures 44 and 45 show the relationship between joint strength and lam-
inate width to bolt diameter ratio, for all six laminate patterns in the present
investigation and the two laminate patterns for the other graphite-epoxy identi-
fied above. The experimental data are included on these plots. No tension
failures were observed for the glass-graphite fiber reinforced laminates tested
in this program, so the transitions between bearing and tension failures cannot
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be located. All the plots in figures 44 and 45 are dimensional to permit a one-
to-one comparison between bolted joint strengths of laminates containing the
sametotal number of plies. (The format of figure 43 lends itself more to an
assessment of the joint efficiency of any particular laminate by relating th@
joint strength to the laminate strength away from the joint). The important
conclusions to be drawn from figures 44 and 45 are: (i) that such plots provide
a meaningful assessment of joint strength and serve as a basis of comparison
between different composite materials and fiber patterns, (2) that the maximum
joint strength, for a given laminate width, is attained with a d/w ratio close
to that at the transition between bearing and tension failures, (3) that the
load capacity per unit width decreases rapidly for geometries far removed from
the transitional configurations, (4) that the orthotropic fiber patterns permit
closer bolt spacings without the risk of catastrophic tension failures than the
quasi-isotropic patterns allow, and (5) that the use of glass longitudinal
fibers rather than graphite appears to reduce the stress concentrations in
tension at the net section through the bolt(s).
Figures 42 to 45 do not address the influence of the e/d ratio on the
joint strength. Figure 46 is a qualitative generalization for a range of e/d
values, of one of t_e lines in figure 43. The shearout failure zone lies below
those for bearing and tension. It is important to note that, for somefiber
pattern / material combinations, the bearing zone may disappear completely and
that, for others, either the tension or shearout and cleavage zones may be
forced outside the range of geometries of practical interest. Nevertheless,
the general form of figure 46 would hold.
STRESS CONCENTRATION INTERACTION
(MULTI-ROW) BOLTED JOINTS
The preceding sections have dealt with either single-bolt joints or with
individual bolts isolated out of a single row by representing the latter as a
single bolt in a strip of a width equal to the bolt pitch. In such cases, the
failure can be defined uniquely in terms of the bolt load alone° In most
applications, however, this is not the case because the load is frequently
transferred in multi-row fastener patterns (as at a chordwise splice in a wing
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skin, for example) or along a bolt seamaligned with the dominant load (as at
a wing spar cap, for instance). In such more complex load situations, it is
necessary to characterize both the bolt load and also the general stress field
in which the particular bolt under consideration is located. The stress cone
centrations from each source will obviously interact and "analyses" which do
not take this into account would not be meaningful. The first interaction data
for bolted joints in composites appear in reference 15. The first attempt to
.explain such interactions analytically, and to account for them during design,
is in reference 16. Additional experimental work is reported in reference 17,
using essentially the same two-bolt interaction specimen as used in the present
investigation. However, the laminate patterns in reference 17 are different
from those used in the present investigation, so a comparison is not possible.
The interpretation (ref. 16) of the original data (ref. 15) suggested a
linear interaction between tension and bearing stresses of the form
o = _ °b + kt °t <max - Ftu (27)
in which Ftu was the basic laminate strength, ob the bolt bearing stress at the
hole under consideration, and ot the net-section tension stress caused by the
remainder of the loa_ (not reacted at that bolt). The proportionality constants
and k t account for both the specimen geometry and any stress concentration
relief of which the material is capable. This summation may be looked upon as
the sum of the contribution due to the load reacted at a bolt hole and that due
to the portion of the total load running by that hole and reacted elsewhere.
The data generated during the present investigation confirm the validity of
equation (27) for the all-graphite laminates subject to tension loads, for which
the failures were in net-section tension. For the hybrid glass-graphite lamin-
ates, the failure mode changed from tension to bearing and this requires that
the interaction (27) appears to be subject to the same cut-off as defined in
equation (22) for single-row bolted joints. Thus, equation (27) should be
re-arranged to read
°b = (Ftu - k t ot ) / _ _ Fbr (28)
to cover both tensile and bearing failures.
Before proceeding with the discussion of the present test results on this
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topic, it is appropriate to demonstrate what can be predicted on the basis of
the single-hole equations, developed above, whenused in conjunction with
equation (27) or (28). The expressions for _ at a loaded bolt hole and kt at
an unloaded hole can be evaluated in terms of the elastic isotropic factors_
be and kte and the correlation factor C between stress concentration factors
observed in composites at failure and those in truly isotropic elastic material
specimensof the samegeometry. Equation (16) reads
ktc = 1 + C (kte - i)
in which, for a loaded hole, equation (I) reads
(29)
= w (w/d- i) @
kte 2 + (7 i) - 1.5 (w/d + i) (30)
(in which @ is defined in equation (2) and usually has the value unity) and,
for an unloaded hole, equation (8) reads
kte 2 + 1 - 3 (31)
Now, from equation (4),
/w /w, - (7 1)kbe_= kte (_ i) and kbc = ktc
so that equation (26) takes on the form given by
kb = (w/d 1) 1+C - 1.5 (w/d- 1)
- (w/d + i) @ (32)
k t = 1 + C 1 + (1 - _) (33)
Figure 47 illustrates some predictions using these coefficients, plotted in non-
dimensional form, for several different values of d/w, for the quasi,isotropic
graphite-epoxy laminates tested in this program, for which equation (I0) gives
C = 0.269. The value of @ is set at unity to isolate end effects. The horiz-
ontal cut-off denotes bearing failures, while the sloping lines signify tension
failures. On the basis of these predictions, one could anticipate that, for
the w/d = 4 set of interaction specimens tested for this investigation, the
failures would all be in tension for the single hole both loaded and unloaded
as well as for the two-hole specimens. The linear equation (26) should hold
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for that case. This, indeed, was observed to be so. For wider strips and the
same bolt diameter, figure 47 would suggest a non-linear interaction with bear-
ing failures for relatively light tension loads. This figure indicates that,
for single loaded bolt holes, bearing failures will occur for w/d £ 5. This _s
consistent with the present investigation of tension through-the-hole failures,
in which it was seen that bearing failures occurred for w/d Z 6 while tension
failures occurred for w/d s 4, for the quasi-isotropic graphite epoxy. The
_ransitional value of w/d at which bearing failures first occur, and the value
of the bearing cut-off Fbr/Ftu are both functions of the composite material and
fiber pattern. Plots of the type of figure 47 for multi-row bolted joints
could be prepared similarly from single-hole data for any composite material
for which tests had established the values of C and Fbr/Ftu.
The interaction test data generated during this program are recorded in
tables XIV tO XVII and shown in figures 48 to 59. The linear interaction for
tensile loading of the all-graphite laminates is particularly clear for all
three patterns (see figs. 48 to 50). The graphite-glass hybrid laminates
exhibit a non-linear interaction in the manner that follows from figure 47
because, for such laminates in a joint geometry for which w/d = 4, the failure
of single loaded holes was observed to be in bearing rather than tension. The
diagrams for the all-graphite laminates, figures 48 to 50, contain also the
theoretical predictions based on the single-hole data discussed above. It is
evident that the agreement is good but could be improved by a higher value of
t
k t in equation (26). The reason for this is apparent from figures 23 and 24
which show that the mean theoretical values for ktc (given by equations (I0)
and (ii)) are significantly less than those observed experimentally for open
holes. The use of an upper bound estimate for ktc instead of a linear mean
value constrained to pass through the points (i,I) in figures 23 and 24 would
permit an improvement in predicting the test data in figures 48 to 50. The
corresponding lines in figures 51 to 53 permit the use of equations (26) to
(33) in reverse to compute values of C in equation (29) for the graphite/glass
hybrid laminates. The values so computed are as follows:
Pattern 4: C = 0.51, Pattern 5: C = 0.48, Pattern 6: C = 0.61 (34)
The actual computation of these values was performed as follows, using the two-
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row loaded hole data. For w/d = 4, equation (31) gives kte = 2.42 for an open
hole, while equation (30) gives kte = 4.10 for a loaded hole. Since the fail-
ures were in tension and each bolt accepts an equal load, the failure condition
can be expressed in the form
Ftu = (I + 3"10C)(w _--_dd)°br + (1 + 1.42C)o t (35)
from which C can be determined. (The quantity Obr d / (w - d) is equal to the
net-section tension stress at the bolt hole, due to the bearing load).
A point of special significance about the tension/bearing interaction test
results is that, for the all-graphite laminates tested, the use of two bolts in
series did not increase the load carried much above that which a single bolt
alone would be expected to have carried in a laminate of that thickness (twice
that on which the single-bolt tests were performed). That this should be so
can be deduced from figures 48 to 50, regardless of the relative proportion of
bearing and tension loads, provided that the linear interaction for tension
failures applies. For the quasi-isotropic pattern, with w/d = 4, the tension
load capacity of the net section is practically identical with the bearing load
capacity on a single bolt. Therefore, any ratio of loads shared between bear-
ing and tension in a multi-row joint of that w/d ratio made from that composite
material and laminate must inevitably be associated with essentially the same
total load capacity per unit laminate thickness. The orthotropic patterns 2
and_ 3 carry slightly more load in net tension for w/d = 4 than in bearing, so
the mult-row bolted joints would be slightly stronger than a single-row for
those materials, fiber pattern and geometry combinations. Figure 47 suggests
that, even for other w/d ratios, provided that the failures are by tension at
the net section, the use of multi-row bolted joints offers no significant
strength increase over a single-row joint of the same material and geometry.
Only in that regime of joint geometries as is associated with bearing failures
for single-row bolted joints is there to be found any major increase in joint
strength by the use of multi-row bolt patterns. Furthermore, even in such
cases, it appears that still higher strengths could be attained by a single row
of bolts closer together. However, this latter approach would mean accepting
potentially catastrophic tension failures in conjunction with such higher loads.
The analysis methods developed in this section permit a rational investigation
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of alternative joint design configurations without an extensive test program.
These methods can establish whether or not a candidate design is either suit-
able or optimum for a given requirement and can minimize the amount of any
testing necessary.
The interaction between compression and bearing in mult-row bolted joints
depends on a fundamentally different mechanismthan that discussed above for
tensile loading. In the case of the compression of a laminate containing an
unfilled hole, there is a stress concentration just as with tensile loading of
the samespecimen. Whenthe hole is filled with a net-fit bolt, however, the
picture is changed completely. The compression load need no longer be diverted
around the hole; it can be transmitted straight across by bearing on both sides
of the bolt. In this situation, the superposition of laminate compression to
compressive bearing is simply additive with respect to bearing stress. Thus,
_b + _ <c - Fbr (36)
The test data in figures 54 to 56 for compressive loading of the all-graphite
laminates support this superposition for filled holes. The corresponding test
data in figures 57 to 59 for the graphite/glass hybrid laminates are influenced
by buckling, inasmuc_ as the drop off in bearing capacity is greater than
equation (36) would predict. Figures 56 to 59 contain also a probable vertical
cut-off line for loose fit bolts which are sufficiently sloppy to prevent the
reaction of the compressive laminate stress by bearing on the bolt and cause
the'diversion of the load around the hole. Open-hole compression tests were
not run in this program, so these cut-offs have been estimated in terms of
calculated laminate strengths in compression and stress concentration factors
deduced for tensile loading of laminates containing open holes.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROTRUDING HEAD FASTENERS AND PIN CONNECTIONS
Figure 60 shows the data, recorded in table XVIII, for pin-loaded holes
and the comparison with the higher strengths exhibited by regular hexagon-head
bolts with nuts. These tests were performed for the quasi-isotropic pattern 1
in the all-graphite material and showed a nearly two-to-one increase in strength
between pins and bolts. The difference in test technique between the two sets
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of test results in figure 60 is that, in the case of the pin tests, the nuts
were not in contact with the clevis plates. Otherwise, the test setup is like
that shownin figure I.
The explanation offered here to explain the differences in figure 60 i_
as follows. The basis of the greater strength for protruding head fasteners
with respect to pin connections (which can develop no tensile load) is the
appreciable differences between the initial and ultimate failures of bolted
oints in composite laminates, particularly if the initially damagedarea is
constrained so that the broken material cannot be displaced. Figure 61 is a
photo of relatively modest damagesustained at bolt holes without any reduction
in load capacity during an earlier previously unreported test by the contractor
on ModmorII / Narmco 1004 graphite epoxy. In this specimen, the bolt was
dragged about three diameters by the load. The broken composite material re
remained constrained by the bolt, the steel clevis plates and the as yet undam-
aged composite. Since there was nowhere to which the damaged composite material
could be displaced, and the mode of failure for that and many other fiber
patterns is of a local nature, the bolt maintained its load and would continue
to do so as long as the load direction was not reversed.
COMPARISON BETWEEN SINGLE-LAP AND DOUBLE-LAP JOINTS
Despite the care taken to eliminate or minimize the effects of bending
an_ eccentricity by the specia ! fixture in figure 6, figure 62 shows how the
test results from the present investigation, recorded in table XIX, still show
about a twently percent drop with respect to double-shear strengths. Therefore,
due account should be taken of the differences between single- and double-shear
bolted joints in the analysis of practical areospace structures.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The following conclusions were made from this investigation.
The fiber patterns tested were well chosen and their performance is
representative of other patterns containing similar percentages in each of the
(0, ±_/4, _/2)directions because the three patterns tested lie on what can be
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thought of as a strength plateau. The choice of fiber pattern in the joint
area, for any given application, is influenced by the laminate outside the
joint area and the desired mode of failure at the joint.
The multi-test (multiple-hole) test specimens were found to offer sig-
nificant economy in specimen fabrication costs, when evaluated on a per test
basis, without causing any interaction between the individual test results and
without adding unduly to the complexity of the tests.
The use of glass fibers was beneficial in nearly every case. The
exception was that, because of a lower modulus for the glass fibers with respect
to the graphite fibers, the stabilization of compressively loaded joint speci-
mens was a problem. Those specimens containing longitudinal glass fibers which
were loaded in tension were consistently as strong or stronger than the equiva-
lent all-graphite specimens. The glass/graphite hybrids were almost exclusively
associated with local bearing failures rather than the potentially catastrophic
tension-through-the-hole failures which prevailed for many of the all-graphite
specimens.
The materials behaved in a predictable manner inasmuch as the empirical
analysis methods developed from single-hole data were shown to be consistent
with the observations on two-row bolted joint tests. The key to the analysis
method is the analysis for tension failures, to which an experimentally derived
cut-off for bearing failures is applied to prevent misapplication of the
tension analysis to joint geometries for which it does not hold. Elastic iso-
tropic stress concentration factors are computed for any given joint geometry
by new equations presented in this report. The corresponding stress concen-
tration factor to be anticipated in the composite at failure is then computed
from the elastic isotropic value and an experimentally derived correlation
factor for that particular composite material. The experimental testing need
not include the geometry being analyzed so these methods serve to generalize
existing test data beyond those specific geometries already tested.
The testing on two-row bolted joints is representative of multi-row
bolted joints. The key result is that, for those joint geometries producing
tension failures for a single bolt, the addition of further rows of bolts will
generally increase the joint strength very little. Only when bearing failures
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occur do multi-row bolt patterns increase the joint strength significantly
above the strength of a single bolt row. From the present testing, the ortho-
tropic patterns are slightly superior to the quasi-isotropic pattern and those
laminates containing the longitudinal glass fibers were distinctly superior to
the all-graphite laminates with regard to their suitability for multi-row bolt
patterns. The transition between tension and bearing failures occurs in the
range of a strip width (or bolt pitch) of between four and six diameters for
the all-graphite laminates but at a width less than three diameters for the
glass/graphite hybrid laminates. Since the bearing strengths for all laminates
tested were similar, it would be possible to use more bolts per unit width in
laminates having longitudinal glass plies, thereby making stronger joints.
In most cases, the maximumobtainable bolted joint strength for a given
width of composite laminate is associated with a w/d ratio slightly less than
those for which bearing failures occur. In someof the orthotropic pattern
cases, the maximumstrength is developed when the w/d ratio is at the trans-
ition between bearing and tension failures.
Neither perfectly elastic nor fully-plastic theories are capable of
explaining the test results. The strength loss in the best designed single-
row bolted joints, with respect to the basic laminate strength, is of the order
of a factor of two or slightly higher.
The highest possible joint strengths for graphite-epoxy composites have
been found not to exceed about forty to fifty percent of the basic laminate
strength, even for the ideal combination of joint dimensions. The d/w ratio
dominates the joint strength (with the e/w ratio having only a minor effect)
and the maximumjoint strengths are developed only throughout a small range of
d/w values (typically from about 0.25 to 0.4). The strongest joints are assoc-
iated with the joint geometry at the transition between bearing and tension
failures or with a tension failure for slightly greater d/w values.
There were no significant differences between the performance of bolt
holes drilled with carbide tipped drills or ultrasonically excited diamond core
drills. The latter holes were visibly cleaner, however.
Joints with regular bolts having protruding heads are about twice as
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strong as those loaded only by a simple pin for those cases in which the fail-
ure modeis bearing. The mechanismof this strength gain appears to be one of
damageconfinement rather than additional load transfer through friction.
The significance of the findings of the present investigation are two-
fold. This is the first systematic test program encompassinga wider range of
joint geometries than have been investigated before in programs more closely
tied to specific composite hardware. Therefore the basic governing phenomena
,,have been explored more thoroughly. Second, the empirical analysis methods
developed provide a capability for the rational analysis and design of bolted
joints in graphite-epoxy composites.
Further tests are recommendedin three areas. The first is that of larger
bolt diameters because of differentes observed in other programs between joint
strengths and stress concentrations at different size holes. The second is the
testing of mult-row bolted joints in strips sufficiently wide to enforce bearing
failures rather than the tension failures which occurred during the present
program, in order to confirm the validity of the present theoretical projections
in this area and to thereby assist in the oprimization of joint proportions.
The third series of,tests should account for environmental effects such as
reduced and elevated temperatures because the matrix resin properties are sens-
itive to environmental effects.
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TABLE I
LAMINATE PATTERNS AND LAYUP SEQUENCES
LAMINATE
PATTERN
NUMBER
MATERIAL
GRAPHITE-EPOXY (QUASI-ISOTROPIC)
GRAPHITE-EPOXY
GRAPHITE-EPOXY
GRAPHITE-GLASS-EPOXY
GRAPHITE-GLASS-EPOXY
GRAPHITE-GLASS-EPOXY
PLY
0
(0 ° )
25
37.5
37.5
25*
37.5*
37.5*
PERCENTAGES
-+_14
(+_45° )
5O
37.5
5O
5O
37.5
5O
_T/2
( 90 ° )
25
25
12.5
25
25
12.5
GLASS FIBERS --ALL OTILERS GRAPHITE
LAMINATE
PATTERN
NUMBER
1 ,4
2,5
LAYUP SEQUENCE
FOR 16-PLY LAMINATE
O/_J]Tj 7TI[( ,_-_71-_-,2]s
(oj i joj- j joj j- joj j, joj
 j jo)
LAYUP SEQUENCE
FOR 32-PLY LAMINATE
[( _'
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TABLE XX
MONOLAYER PROPERTIES
GRAPHITE-EPOXY
GLASS-EPOXY
EL
GLT
tply
FL(TENS ) = 1404 MPascal (203.66 ksi)
FT(TENS ) = 40.8 MPascal (5.922 ksi)
FLT = 92.0 MPascal (13.34 ksi)
EL
GLT
tply
= 134.0 GPascal (19.44xI0 B psi)
= 6.18 GPascal (0.897xi06 psi)
= 0.14 mm (0.0057 in.)
= 57.2 GPascal (8.3xi06 psi)
= 5.93 GPascal (0.86x106 psi)
= 0.13 mm (0.0051 in.)
FL(T_S) = 1993 MPascal (289.0 ksi)
FT(T_S) = 75.8 MPascal (II.0 ksi)
FLT = 62.1MPascal (9.0 ksi)
ET
VLT
= 11.54 GPascal (I.674xi06 psi)
= 0.3785
FL(COMP ) = 1359 MPascal (197.13 ksi)
FT(COMp ) = 142.4 MPascal (20.65 ksi)
ET
VLT
= 19.99 GPascal (2.9xi06 psi)
= 0.26
FL(COMP ) = 1172 MPascal (170.0 ksi)
FT(COMP ) = 200.0 MPascal (29.0 ksi)
TABLE XXl
CALCULATED LAMINATE MATERIAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
",4
,,,j
MATERIAL PLY ORIENTATION (%)
PANEL ,
No.
FIBER/RESIN ±_/4 (±45 ° ) )
2
3
4
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
SI014/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
SI014/N5208
T300/N5208
o (o°)
25
37.5
37.5
25
37,5
5O
37.5
5O
5O
37.5
_/2 (9o °
25
25
12.5
25
F tu
X
MPascal
(psi)
468
(67900)
622
(90270)
614
(89110)
774
(112200)
850
(123300)
F cu
X
MPascal
(psi)
453
(65720)
602
(87370)
595
(86240)
504
(73140)
604
(87680)
F si.1
xy
MPascal
(psi)
340
(49250)
255
(36940)
340
(49250)
349
(50580)
265
(38460)
E
X
GPascal
(106 psi)
53.62
(7.777)
66.66
(9.668)
67.07
(9.727)
33.80
(4.903)
37. O0
(5.867)T300/N5208
SI014/N5208
T300/N5208
T300/N5208
37.5
25
5O
12.5
1000
(145000)
588
(85270)
353
(51270)
37.65
(5.460)
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PICAL FOR ALL SPECIMENS)
GRAPHITE-EPOXY
i ,_PLY'AM,NAT_
_ ..... =:____ /
_" 1_ "J
_L._ , / TYPICAL TEST SET-UP
I -_ 1-_................ F ---_
•i ..... _ ................. _- . _---_
-- el I_ e2 -_ _" e3 "-- _ CL. _/_AFTER TESTING OUTER HOLES
-t-- _ i 381 _ : '_
. _B'_ C_ - •
f J !
_ L o.6388 L 0.9_3k _
W 1.91 2.54 3.81
e1 1.27 1.27 1.91
e2 1.91 1.91 -
e3 2.54 2.54 2.81
L = 22.86 L = 26.67
6 FIBER PATTERNS AS
NOTED IN TABLE I
ALL DIMENSIONS
GIVEN IN cm
_D
kO FIGURE 1. TEST SPECIMEN AND SET-UP FOR TENSION-THROUGH-THE-HOLE FAILURE MODE
i,_a
o
1
6.35
1.277
• /-. 0.15 ALUMINUM ADHESIVE-BONDED DOUBLER
j " ._ (BOTH SIDES) - 0 953
= 11.43 _i / P 1 HOLE / " _' 0.6337
I _ _ /SRADIANS '_" 0'963 ''_ q 4 H OLESt 0"6388
ri , --_ 191_---! t--- 508_ j
- p_ GRAPHITE-
I 24.13 / EPOXY
L / LAMINATE
TRIM AFTER SHEAROUT TESTS OF OUTER HOLES _1
ALL DIMENSIONS
GIVEN IN cm 6 FIBER PATTERNS AS
NOTED IN TABLE
FIGURE 2. SHEAROUT AND BEARING (TENSILE) TEST SPECIMENS
r2.54
__(
ALL DIMENSIONS
GIVEN IN cm
5.08
LOADING
PLATEN
LAMI N ATE
STEEL _ :
t 0.6337 SUPPORTS I
2 HOLES APPLY NOMINAL
.___. LOAD WHEN ONLY
0.6388 FINGER TIGHT SO
AS TO ALIGN PIECES.
THEN TORQUE TO
2.82 Nm BEFORE
j : INCREASING LOADI
- i I
1 I
. jI :
: I
j [ : _ ENDS GROUND
6 FIBER PATTERNS AS
NOTED IN TABLE I
0 RADIANS
O FIGURE 3o
. COMPRESSION BEARI NG TEST SPECIMEN AND FIXTURE
I , I- I I
ALL DIMENSIONS
GIVEN IN cm
I
"- 20 32
]_ , " ].4_ 4.13____j "L--3 HOLES _ 0"953
/ i ._ I.__._L
/ F 3.81_ 1.91--_f 0.6337
2 HOLESL0.6388 3 ALUMINUM TABS (0.15 THICK)
3.81 x 2.54 ADHESIVELY-BONDED
ON EACH SIDE OF 16-PLY
GRAPHITE-EPOXY LAMINATE
TEST SET-UP AS INDICATED IN FIGURE 1, WITH STEEL CLEVIS PLATES
• REACHING TO 0.953 HOLES ADJACENT TO TEST SECTION
6 FIBER PATTERNS AS
NOTED IN TABLE I
FIGURE 4. OPEN-HOLE STRESS - CO NCE NTRATIO N TEST COUPON (TENSILE LOADING)
0.953
2 HQLES 0.963
_ 3.81
_ 2.54
2.54 I
-_ .... ---t.
I
1.91 I
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LAMINATE
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17.78 (REF)
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i i i I
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GRAPHITE-EPOXY
LAMINATE
_IINUM DOUBLER
ADHESIVE-BONDED
(4 PLACES)
ALL DIMENSIONS
GIVEN IN cm 6 FIBER PATTERNS AS NOTED
IN TABLE I
O FIGURE 5. STRESS - CO NCE NT RATIO N INTERACTION TEST SPECIMEN TENSILE AND COMPRESSIVE"LOADINGS)
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FIGURE 8. TENSION-THROUGH-THE-HOLE TEST SPECIMENS (G RAPH ITE/G LASS / EPOXY)
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FIGURE 9. BEARING AND SHEAROUT TEST SPECIMENS
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FIGURE 10. STRESS-CONCENTRATION INTERACTION TEST SPECIMENS
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ko FIGURE 11 ,, OPEN-HOLE, COMPRESSION BEARING, AND SINGLE-LAP TEST SPECIMENS
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FIGURE 13. LATERAL SUPPORT FIXTURE FOR COMPRESSION TESTS OF INTERACTION SPECIMENS
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RATIO OF BOLT DIAMETER TO STRIP WIDTH
NON-DIMENSIONALIZED JOINT STRENGTHS AND FAILURE MODES
AS FUNCTIONS OF JOINT GEOMETRY FOR GRAPHITE-EPOXIES
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(REFER TO TABLE I FOR LAMINATE SPECIFICATIONS)
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FIGURE 45.
PATTERN 4
TENSION PREDICTIONS
BASED ON EQ'NS (34)
(REFER TO TABLE I FOR LAMINATE SPECIFICATIONS)
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FIGURE 46. INTER-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FAILURE MODES AS A FUNCTION OF
BOLTED JOINT GEOMETRY FOR GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITES
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FIGURES 48-53. EXPERIMENTAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN BEARING AND TENSION
LOADS ON TWO-ROW BOLTED COMPOSITE JOINTS
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9FIGURE 61o BEARING DAMAGE AT BOLT HOLES IN GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITES
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FIGURE 62° COMPARISON BETWEEN BOLT BEARING STRENGTHS IN SINGLE- AND
DOUBLE-SHEAR FOR GRAPHITE-EPOXY LAMINATES
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